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CHAPTER IV 

RESULT OF THE RESEARCH  

 

A. Data Description  

In this chapter will be describe the result of the research the data 

description made by the writer in this research. The writer involved 81 

students at the Second grade of junior high school of Karangtanjung 

Pandeglang as participant. In addition the writer conducted as interview to the 

English teacher and most of students at the second grade of SMP N 8 

Karangtanjung to get the detail data. Then  the writer gave the word and asked 

them to read it aloud and slowly in front of the class individually. And the 

researchers recorded their pronunciation. For additional description. Each of 

sounds was then classified into three categories in relation and position 

occurrences: they are initial, medial and final positions. The classification and 

position aim to participants mistakes in pronouncing English fricative because 

in this research just analysed the problems. 

1. Observation  

From the observation the researcher find out that most of students 

participate from beginning learning activities. During learning process in 

the class, most of students didn‟t paid attention. There were some students 

who focus on talking with his or her friend. Meanwhile the teacher give the 

vocabulary to pronounced word by word. The next activity, the teacher ask 
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to the students to read aloud that have written in the white board and the 

students follow what teacher said. During learning activity the teacher 

required to the students to opened Dictionary to seen the transcript phonetic.  

2. Interview  

From the result of the students interview and English teacher‟s 

interview, the writer could describe and identify the perceptions of teacher 

and students on pronunciation  problems in fricative consonants. The writer 

interviewed English teacher and also the students in class 1c.  

a. The English teacher‟s interview 

  In English Teacher interview the writer submitted some of question 

which related to the research. The writer would explain the result of 

interview to teacher perceptions of students problems in pronouncing 

English fricative. From all question that proposed to the teacher, the writer 

conclude that according ]to the teacher opinion that the students still not 

understand the material of pronunciation especially in fricative of 

consonant, so that when studying fricative in pronunciation English 

material, many error in pronouncing fricative made by the students. 

b. The students interview 

 In the students interview, the writer interview to the students in class 

1c.the writer will conclude from all the answered obtained from the 

students, from 81 students only a few students who feel happy learned 

English, other feeling less in English lesson and most of students still 
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confused to understand material in pronouncing of fricative consonant, 

because they still confused to pronounce English word. 

B. The Analyzing of the Data  

8. Classification of problems with the English consonant 

The following are the consonant sound which were inaccurately pronounce 

by the subject of the research doing test. The accuracy was determined with 

the phonetic transcription  provided in the Oxford Learner Dictionaries.  

8. The Pronunciation of [f] 

According to April McMahon on his book An Introduction to English 

Phonology the English sound [f] is describing as a Voiceless labiodentals 

fricative
8
, which means that speaker produce of sound she or he to carry out 

main features of [f] sound. When the researcher given a vocabulary test that 

had been tested to 81 participants, the researcher found the mistakes made by 

the 81 participants. And the mistakes are very various. Most of them has 

changed the sound [f] to sound [p], the sound [f] to sound [v], and the sound 

[f] to sound [g]and almost all of the 81 participants have change the sound [f] 

which must be read voiceless dental fricative but all of the participants have 

replaced it to [v] which classified into voiced consonant fricative sound. The 

table bellow would show the deviation of [f] sound : 

  Table 3.2. The Deviation of [f] 

                                                           
 

3
 April McMahon, An Introduction to English Phonology, (Edinburgh University Press, 

2002),p.18. 
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positions Words Standard 

phonetics 

transcriptions  

Students 

actual 

pronunciation 

Deviation  

Initial Feet [ fi:t ] [pi;t] F – p 

Medial Defend [ di‟fend] [ di‟vend] 

[ di‟pend] 

F – v 

F - p 

 

Final Laugh  [lɑ:f] [ la:ug] 

[la:v] 

 

F – g 

F –v  

 

  

 As an table 1.2 the researcher has been seen above the deviation have 

did by participants in pronouncing fricative consonant sound [f] was 

replaced in pronouncing [ p ] in pronouncing word “feet” which transcribe as  

[fi:t ] but the participant pronounced that word transcribed as [pi:t]. The 

participant replaced with the sound [ p] but it should be [f] as classify as 

voiceless dental fricative.  The participant replaced the sound [f] in final 

position with sound [ f] the transcribed [lɑ:f] But the participants pronounced 

that word transcribed as [  la:ug ]. Also word “Laugh” should be pronounce 

as [lɑ:f] but the participants pronounce as [ lɑ:v ]. There is much too 

mistakes in this kind of sound of pronunciation word because the 

participants still learning stage relation with pronunciation.   
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2. The pronunciation of [v] 

Based on introduction to English phonology book, the English sound [ v ] 

is voiced  dental fricative, which means that a speaker produce this kind of 

sound if  she or he to carryout main feature of [v ] sound. When the 

researcher had given the test that had been tested by 81 participants the 

researcher found most of them mistakes mad by 81 participants, and the 

mistakes made by very diverse one of them has changed the sound [ v] to 

sound [p] and almost all of the 81 participants have changed the sound [ v ] 

which must be read a voice dental fricatives, but all of the participants have 

replaced to [f] which classify into voiceless labiodentals fricative sounds. 

The table would show the [ v ] sound. 

 

  Table 3.3. The Deviation of [v] 

Positions Words Standard 

phonetics 

transcriptions  

Students 

 actual 

pronunciation 

Deviation  

Initial Voice  [vɔɪs] [ fɔis ] 

[ pɔis ] 

 

V – f 

V – p  
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Medial Ever  [ˈevə(r)] 

 

[ˈefər ] 

[ˈepər ] 

 

 

V – f  

V – p  

 

Final Have   [ Hæ v] [ hae p ] 

[ haef]  

 

 V – p  

V – f  

 

   

As the researcher from the table above. The participants has 

pronounced word “ voice “ which should be pronounce as [vɔɪs]but actual 

pronunciation performed by replaced by participants was [ fɔis ] and the 

participants also replaced the sound [ v] in word “ voice” with the sound [ p ]. 

Also word “ Ever “ should be pronounced as[ˈevə(r)]but the participants 

pronounced as [efər] and the participant also replaced the sound [p] [ Eper . 

and for the word “ Have “ which should be pronounced [ Hæ v] but the 

participants has pronounced as [Hæ p], the participants replaced the sound 

 [ v ] in final position with sound [ f ] and the transcript of pronunciation is 

[Hæ f ] . There is much too mistakes in this kind of sound of pronunciation 

word because the participants still learning stage relation with pronunciation.  

Therefore, most of them replaced [ v] with [ f ] and made it to be problem  

 

1. The pronunciation of [ð] 
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According to April McMahoon the English sound is Voice dental fricative. 

Many English learners as the subject of this research still difficult to produce 

when they had to articulate (ð) . as seen in table  1.1 

Table 3.3 the deviation of [ð] 

Positions Words Standard 

phonetics 

transcriptions  

Students 

 actual 

pronunciation 

Deviation  

Initial There  

 

[ðer ] [ ther ] 

[ der] 

 ð – th 

ð – d   

 

Medial Father  

 

[ˈfɑːðə(r) ] 

  

[ fa : der ] 

[Fa:ther ] 

ð – d  

ð – th  

Final With  Witð [wit] 

 

ð – t  

 

As the researcher from the table above, from the participants has pronounce 

word “ there “ which should be pronounced as [ðer ] but actual pronunciation 

performed by participants was [ ther ] and the participant also replaced the 

sound [ ð ] in word “there” in initial position with the sound [d] the participant 

pronounced [ der]. Also word “ father “ should be pronounced as [ˈfɑːðə(r) ] 

but the participants pronounced as [fa : der ] and the other deviation the 

participants pronounced with the sound [ th ] which transcribe as  [Fa:ther ].  
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Also word “ with “ should be pronounce as [ Witð ] but the participants 

pronounced with [ t ] sound which transcribed [wit] they produced different 

sound from [ð], that is [ t ].  

4. The Pronunciation of [θ] 

The next English consonant problems in fricative for the subject was [θ]  is 

described as a voiced dental fricative, which means that a speaker produced 

this kind of sound if she or he carry out main features of [θ]. When the 

researcher give the vocabulary test that had been tested to 81 participants the 

researcher found the mistakes from the 81 participants and the mistakes made 

are very various, one of them has changed the sound [θ] to sound [ t ]. The 

table bellow show the deviation of [θ] sound. 

Table 3.4 the deviation of [θ] 

Positions Words Standard 

phonetics 

transcriptions  

Students 

 actual 

pronunciation 

Deviation  

Initial Thick  

 

[θik] [tik] 

 

 

θ – t 

 Medial Method  

 

[ˈmeθəd] 

 

[me‟təd]  θ- t   
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Final Smith   [smiθ ] [smit]  θ- t   

 

 [θ] pronounced as [ t ] 

In the deviation most of participants replaced sound [θ] into the [ t ] 

sound table 1.4 show the clearly that [θ] diverged to [ t ] in the initial, medial 

and final position. When the participant pronounced word “ thick” which 

should be pronounced [θik] but actual pronunciation performed by 

participants was [tik] and the participants also replaced the sound [ θ ] in 

word “method” in medial position with the sound [ t ] should be pronounced 

as  [ˈmeθəd] but the participants pronounced as [me‟təd] and for the word 

“Smith” which should be pronounced as  [smiθ ] but the participants also 

replaced the sound [smit]. As a result, the sound produced by the students 

likely to be heard as [ t ] than as [ θ ].  

5. The pronunciation of [ʒ] 

The next problematical in English consonants fricative as sound (ʒ) is 

described as a voice post alveolar fricative. When the researcher given the 

vocabulary test to participants, the researcher found the mistakes made by 

the 81 participants and the mistake are very divers , [One the whole, there 

were three deviation made by the students in articulating [ʒ] : the 

replacement of [ʒ] with [ j,s g, ] 

Table 3.5 the deviation of [ʒ]  
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Positions Words Standard 

phonetics 

transcriptions  

Students 

 actual 

pronunciation 

Deviation  

Initial Genre 

 

[„ʒa:nr∂]  [ jenre ] 

[ genre ]  

ʒ - j  

ʒ - g  

 

 Medial Television  

 

[„ televiʒn ] [ televi∫n ]  ʒ - ∫ 

Final Garage  [ „gæra: ʒ ] [gæra: j ] 

[gæra: ge ] 

  

 

     ʒ - j  

ʒ - g  

 

 [ʒ] pronounced as [j] 

The first deviation substitution of [ʒ] with [ j ]  which of the sound of voice 

palatal fricative. This deviation can be have the least error it sound 

productions. The participants replaced sound [ʒ] into the [ j ] in pronouncing 

word “genre” which transcribe as [„ʒa:nr∂] but the participants pronouncing 

word with transcribe as  [ jenre ] and the participants also replace the sound 

[ʒ] in word “genre” in initial position with the sound [g ].  

 [ʒ] pronounced as [∫] 
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The second deviation of substitution of [ʒ] with [∫]. The participants replace 

sound  [ʒ] into [∫] in pronouncing word “television” which transcribed as [„ 

televiʒn ] but the participants pronouncing word which transcribe as [televi∫n 

] while [ʒ] is a voiced sound, [∫] is a voiceless sound.  

 [ʒ] pronounced as [g] 

The third deviation substitution of [ʒ] with  [g] in generally is voice palatal 

fricative, while [ g ] is voiced velar stop. In the word “garage” which 

transcribe [ „gæra: ʒ ] but the participants pronouncing the word with 

transcribe as [ gæra: ge ] and the participants also replace the sound [ʒ] in the 

word “garage” in final position with the sound [j].  

 

6. The pronunciation of [∫]  

Based on introduction to phonetics book the English sound [∫] is d1escribe 

as voiceless post alveolar fricative, which means that a speaker produce this 

kind of sound only if you move the tongue tip behind the alveolar ridge and 

the hard palate through to make the sound. When the researcher given the 

vocabulary test to 81 participants that had been tested to the 81 participants 

the researcher found  a lot of mistakes made by  the 81 participants.  

Table 3.5 the deviation of [∫]   

Positions Words Standard 

phonetics 

Students 

 actual 

Deviation  
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transcriptions  pronunciation 

Initial Sheet  

 

 [∫i:t ] [si:t] 

 

∫ - s  

  

 

 Medial Asia  [ei∫∂] 

 

[asia ]   ∫ - s 

Final Wash   [Wa: ∫]  

  

    

   

As in the table 1.6 the researcher has seen above the deviations by the 

participants pronouncing fricative consonants sound [∫] replaced with soun 

[s ] in pronouncing word “sheet” and “Asia” which transcribe as [∫i:t ]but 

the participants pronounced that word that transcribed as [si:t]. The 

participant replaced the voiceless fricative consonants sound with the 

voiceless alveolar fricative [s]. The participants still do wrong 

pronunciation in pronouncing thus word because the participant have less 

understanding in the sound [∫] between [s ].  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              


